OFFICIAL 2018-19 THEME LOGO

BE THE INSPIRATION

OFFICIAL 2018-19 THEME MASTERBRAND SIGNATURE LOCKUP

The logo shown can only be used with the Masterbrand Signature in a lockup.

OFFICIAL 2018-19 THEME 1-COLOR LOGOS

OFFICIAL 2018-19 THEME LOGO COLORS

GOLD
- PMS-Coated: PMS 130C
- PMS-Uncoated: PMS 129U

ORANGE
- PMS-Coated: PMS 2018C
- PMS-Uncoated: PMS 2018U

CRANBERRY
- CMYK-C: C0 M68 Y95 K0
- CMYK-U: C0 M100 Y22 K0

SKY BLUE
- PMS-Coated: PMS 2202C
- PMS-Uncoated: PMS 2202U

AZURE
- CMYK-C: C96 M0 Y6 K0
- CMYK-U: C94 M0 Y6 K0

ROYAL BLUE
- PMS-Coated: PMS 286C
- PMS-Uncoated: PMS 286U

CRANBERRY
- CMYK-C: C0 M100 Y22 K0
- CMYK-U: C0 M100 Y22 K0